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THE STRUCTURE OF QUASINORMAL OPERATORS

AND THE DOUBLE COMMUTANT PROPERTY

BY

JOHN B. CONWAY1 AND PEI YUAN WU2

Abstract. In Ulis paper a characterization of those quasinormal operators having

the double commutant property is obtained. That is, a necessary and sufficient

condition is given that a quasinormal operator T satisfy the equation {T}" = &(T),

the weakly closed algebra generated by T and 1. In particular, it is shown that every

pure quasinormal operator has the double commutant property.

In addition two new representation theorems for certain quasinormal operators

are established. The first of these represents a pure quasinormal operator T as

multiplication by z on a subspace of an L2 space whenever there is a vector / such

that {| T\kTJf: k, j > 0) has dense linear span. The second representation theorem

applies to those pure quasinormal operators T such that T*T is invertible. The

second of these representation theorems will be used to determine which quasinor-

mal operators have the double commutant property.

1. Introduction and preliminaries. In this paper all Hubert spaces are separable and

over the complex scalars C. Recall that an operator T on a Hilbert space H is

quasinormal if the two parts of its polar decomposition commute. Equivalently, T is

quasinormal iff T and T*T commute. Quasinormal operators were first studied by

Brown [1], who derived a representation for them. (See Theorem 2.1 below.)

For an arbitrary operator T, {T}' is the commutant of T and {T}". = {{T}'}'.

â(T) denotes the closure of {p(T):p is a polynomial} in the WOT (weak operator

topology); equivalently, the closure can be taken in the SOT (strong operator

topology) [8]. Denote by (dc) the set of operators having the double commutant

property; that is, T E (dc) iff &(T) = {T}". The class (dc) has received some

attention. In particular, see [6, 9, 12, 22-25].

Part of the reason for the interest in (dc) is the fact that every hermitian operator

belongs to (dc). However, not every normal operator belongs to (dc).

1.1. Proposition. // T is normal, T E (dc) iff T is reductive.

(An operator T is reductive if every subspace of // that is invariant for T is also

invariant for T*.)
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This was pointed out by Turner [23]. By Fuglede's Theorem, T E (dc) iff (3,(T) =

W*(T), the von Neumann algebra generated by T. It is a result due to Sarason [19]

that this latter equation is equivalent to T being reductive.

Also, [23] shows that every nonunitary isometry is in (dc).

It is a standard result that, for any operator T, T = T0 © Tx, where T0 is normal

and T, has no reducing subspace on which it is normal. If the summand TQ does not

appear, that is, T = Tx, the operator Tis said to be pure. It will be shown that every

pure quasinormal operator is in (dc) (Theorem 3.10). The proof of this theorem

reveals a connection between pure quasinormal operators and nest algebras [5].

In §4, a characterization of the arbitrary quasinormal operators in (dc) is given

(Theorem 4.10). This characterization is obtained by an interesting analysis of the

possible intertwining operators between a pure quasinormal operator and a normal

operator. In particular, the question of whether the kernel of 1 — T*T is zero is

shown to be relevant.

2. Some representation theorems for quasinormal operators. The characterization

of quasinormal operators due to Arlen Brown [1] is well known. There are further

representations of special quasinormal operators that have escaped general recogni-

tion and are rather useful. In this section, two such representation theorems are

presented and these are applied to the study of quasinormal operators.

Brown's theorem is stated for convenient reference. Recall that an operator is pure

if there is no reducing subspace on which it is normal.

2.1. Theorem [1]. An operator T on H is a pure quasinormal operator iff T is

unitarily equivalent to S ® A, where S is the unilateral shift of multiplicity one and A is

a positive operator with ker A = {0}.

If A acts on a Hilbert space L, then S ® A acts on L(oc) = L © L © • • ■, and the

action of S ® A on L(00) is given by the matrix

0
A     0
0     A     0

If A is reduced by the subspace Lx of L, it is easy to see that S ® A is reduced by

L*00'. So if A = Ax © A2 © ■ • •, where each An is cyclic, then S ® A = (S ® Ax) ©

(S ® A2) © • • •. The first representation theorem that will be presented applies only

to S ® A, where A is cyclic. But first a characterization of these quasinormal

operators is obtained.

2.3. Proposition. A pure quasinormal operator T on H is unitarily equivalent to

S ® A, where A is a cyclic positive operator, iff there is a vector e in H such that H is

the closed linear span of {| T\kTJe: k, j > 0}. (Recall that \T\= (T*T)X/2.)
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Proof. Assume that H = L(oo) and T= S® A has the representation (2.2). If

such a vector e exists, lete = (e0,ex,...),e¡inL. Note that

A     0
0     A

A

and, for y > 1, the zeroth coordinate of | T\kTJe is 0. On the other hand, the zeroth

coordinate of | T \ke is Ake0. Hence, e0 is a cyclic vector for A.

Now suppose that e0 is a cyclic vector for A and put e = (e0,0,0,... ) in L(oo). It is

easy to see that, for k, j > 0, every coordinate of | T\kTje is zero except they'th one,

and this coordinate is Ak+Je0 — Ak(AJe0). Because A has dense range Aje0 is a cyclic

vector for A. Hence, e satisfies the stated condition.    D

For a quasinormal operator T, let 91 (T) be the norm closed algebra generated by

T and | T\ ; thus, 9l(T) is an abelian algebra. Say that Tis <3l(T)-cyclic if there is a

vector e such that {Re: R E tfl(T)} is dense in H. By the preceding proposition, Tis

9t.(T)-cyclic iff A is cyclic.

The following notation will remain fixed throughout this paper. If v is a positive

Borel measure on [0, oo), v will denote the measure on C defined by

dï(reie)=^d0dv(r).

That is, v is the measure such that, for every continuous nonnegative function / on C

with compact support,

lf(z)dv(x)=-\TÇl2Jf(re's)d6dv(r).

2.4. Theorem. // T is a pure quasinormal operator that is 9L(T)-cyc/iC, then there is

a measure v on [0, || T ||] such that, if'Si is the closed linear span of {\z \kzj: k, j > 0} in

L2(v), then T is unitarily equivalent to multiplication by z on 91.

Proof. To simplify the notation, assume that II TII = \,H= L(oc), and T = S ® A.

Moreover, since A is cyclic, there is a positive measure v on [0,1] such that A is

unitarily equivalent to multiplication by the independent variable, r, on L2(v);

assumed = Mr and L = L2(v). Note that v({0}) = 0.

For each j > 0, let 9L. be the closed linear span of {| z \kzj: k > 0} in L2(P). If

m ¥=j, then for k, I > 0,

1
(\z\k2

l,m
\Z\Z l?(v)

( rk+,+J+m dv(r)    ^- (   eiU-m)$d8
Jr, 2-TT Jr,

0.

So &,. -L <3lm for; ^ m. Clearly 91 = <3l0 © 91, © • • •.
For/in L2(v) andj s* 0, define g on C \ {0} by

g(z)=|z|-V/(|z|).

Note that this defines g a.e. [v] (because v({0)) = 0). Also / | g \2 dv — / |/|2 dv.

Thus, if Vf. L2(v) -» L2(v) is defined by

(Vjf)(z)=\z\-izJf(\z\),
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Vj is an isometry. Letp be a polynomial such thatp(n)(0) = 0 for 0 < « *£_/' — 1; that

is, p(r) = ajri + aJ+xrJ+l + • • ■ +amrm. It is easy to check that Vjp E 91,. How-

ever, the Stone-Weierstrass Theorem implies that any continuous function on [0,1 ]

that vanishes at 0 can be uniformly approximated by such polynomials. Because

K{0}) = 0> it follows that these polynomials are dense in L2(v). Thus V: L2(v) ->

91,.

On the other hand, if g G 91-, there is a sequence of polynomials {p„} such that

/ | Pn(\ z \)ZJ - g(z) |2 dv(z) - 0 as « - oo. But

i\rjPn(r)-rJpm(r)\2dv(r)=(\zJpn(\z\)-zJpm(\z\)\2dv(z).

So {rJpn} is a Cauchy sequence in L2(v); let/be the limit of the sequence {rJpn} in

L2(v). But Vj(rJpn) = zJpn; since V¡ is continuous, Vj(f) = g. So V¡ is an isometry of

L2(i>) onto 91,.

Define V: H -» 91 by V = V0 © Vx © .... Thus, V is an isometry of H onto 91. Let

M denote multiplication by z on 91. If k, j>0,\z |V G 91, and F_1(| z |V) = rk+j

(E L2(v)). Therefore TV~\\ z \kzJ) = T(rk+J) = Mr(rk+i) = rk+J+x, an element of

thej + 1 coordinate of H = [L2(»<)](oo). Hence

VTV-x(\z\kzJ) = ^+,(r*+>+1) =|z|-^-V+1|2|*+>+1

= |z|V+1 = M(|z|V).

This implies that VTV~X = M.    D

The following is an immediate consequence of the preceding representation

theorem, though a direct proof is also possible.

2.5. Corollary. // T is a pure quasinormal operator, \\T\\ — 1, and ker(l — T*T)

= {0}, then T" -* 0 (SOT).

Proof. Since \\T" \\ < 1 for all « and, as was mentioned prior to the statement of

Proposition 2.3, T = Tx © T2 © ..., where, for each k > 1, Tk is 9t(T4)-cychc, it can

be assumed that Tis 9l(7')-cyclic. Thus, we may assume that T = multiplication by

z on 91, where 91 is defined as in the preceding theorem.

If v is as in 2.4, then the condition that ker(l — T*T) = {0} is equivalent to the

condition that ?(3D) = 0. Thus | z |" -» 0 a.e. [i>] as « -» oo. The conclusion is now

immediate by the Lebesgue Dominated Convergence Theorem.    D

The next corollary is a special case of a more general result [16]. It is presented

here in this form because this statement will be needed in the last section.

2.6. Corollary. // T is a pure quasinormal operator and ||T|| = 1, then T*" -» 0

(SOT).

Proof. If ker(l — T*T) = {0}, then proceed as in the proof of the preceding

corollary. If ker(l - T*T) ^ {0}, then T = T0 © Tx where Tx is a pure isometry and

T0 is a pure quasinormal operator with ker(l — T0*T0) = {0}. The conclusion for

this case follows by applying the preceding case to T0 and the well-known fact that

T*n -» 0 (SOT) for any pure isometry Tx.    D
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The next representation theorem only apphes to pure quasinormal operators T

such that T*T is invertible; equivalently, it apphes to pure quasinormal operators T

that are unitarily equivalent to 5 ® A, where A is invertible. This representation was

shown to us by Gerard Keough who derived a more general representation theorem

for invertible operator-valued, weighted shifts (unpublished), analogous to that

obtained for scalar-valued weighted shifts (see [21]). We begin with a lemma.

2.7. Lemma. Let Abe a positive invertible operator on a Hilbert space L and define

H} to be the collection of all formal power series

00

« = 0

where {/„} Ç L and l™=0\\Anfn\\2 < oo. // G(z) = lz"gn is in H2, and (F,G) is

defined by
00

(F,G)=  2 (A"fn,A"gn)L,
«=o

then Z/j is a Hilbert space; also, if \\A~X || "' = r, each F in Z/2 is an analytic function

on {z E C:\z\< r} with values in L.

Proof. The fact that Z/2 is a Hilbert space follows from the fact that A is

invertible; the details are left to the reader. Let F(z) = 2 z"fn E Z/2. If | z | < r and m

is fixed,

m m

2 \z\"\\fj =  2 \z\"\\A-"A"fn\\
n = 0 « = 0

: 2 (\z\/r)n\\A"fn\
M = 0

Z(MA)
n = 0

2«
1/2

IIFI

It follows that the series defining F converges absolutely and uniformly on every

disk (z: | z | < s} for s < r.    □

2.8. Theorem. // T is a pure quasinormal operator and T*T is invertible, then there

is a positive invertible operator A such that T is unitarily equivalent to multiplication by

z on Z/2.

Proof. Assume that T = S ® A on H = L(°°\ As was mentioned above, the fact

that T*T is invertible is equivalent to the fact that A is invertible. Define U:

H2 - L<00) by UF = (A"fn)™=0 if F(z) = I z"fn. It is clear that U is an isometry.

Also, if (hX=o e L(co), let /„ = A'nhn for « > 0; it is immediate that F = 2 z% is

in Z/2 and UF = («„). Hence, t/is an isomorphism.

Let M denote the operator defined on Z/2 by multiplication by z. If F E Z/2,

UM(F) = u[ i z"+xf\ = (0, Af0, A2fx,...)
\«=o /

= T(f0,Afx,A2f2,...) = TU(F).

So UMU~l = T.    D
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3. Every pure quasinormal operator is in (dc). Unless otherwise stated, it is

assumed throughout this section that T is a pure quasinormal operator, T = 5 ® A,

and T is represented by the matrix (2.2) acting on L(00) = L0® Lx © • • -, where

Ln — L for all « > 0. Also A has dense range and ker^4 = {0}.

3.1. Lemma. If C = [Cy]^y=0 G {T}', íActj

(a) C¡, = 0/ory > i, a«¿

(b)i«q/=C(+w+1i4/«-i>y.
Conversely, if C = [C,,] « a bounded operator on L(oo) satisfying (a) and (b), C G (T}'.

This lemma is well known and its proof is an exercise in matrix multiplication.

3.2. Lemma. If D = [DtJ] E {T}", then

(a) D¡j = O/ory > U and

(b)DiJ = Di+XJ+xE{A}"fori>j.

Proof. Since {T}" C {T}', Lemma 3.1 implies that (a) holds and AD¡j

= Di+XJ+xA for i >j. Also, if B E {A}', let C= diagonal(JS, B,...). By Lemma

3.1, C G {T}'; hence DC = CD. A computation of the (/, /) entry of both sides of

this last equation yields the equation DijB = BDiy Thus D¡¡ E {A}". Since {A}" Ç

{A}',  it  follows  that A(Dij - Di+X J+x) = 0.  But ker^ = {0};   therefore Dtj =

D,+ ],J+].    □

In order to show that T E (dc), it will be shown that if D = [/>,,] G {T}", then DiJ

is a multiple of A'~' when i >y. To do this it is necessary to find examples of

operators in {T}'. Some obvious examples can be obtained by taking matrices [C¡¡]

where Ctj = Ci+Xj+X E {A}' for i >j; that is, by requiring C to be constant along

its diagonals and to have that constant operator in {A}'.

If T = S ® A and A is invertible, condition (b) of Lemma 3.1 states that

Cj+Xj+x = AC¡jA~]. An induction argument shows that the diagonal terms satisfy

Cu = A'CmA~' for all i > 1. So it is possible to manufacture an element C of {T}'

with nonzero entries only on the main diagonal if an operator Cm can be found such

that {M'Cgn^"'!!} is uniformly bounded. It is precisely this that will be done in the

next lemma, even when A is not invertible. (There is a connection here with nest

algebras. See [5] and [13] and their bibliographies.)

Suppose A is cyclic. Then there is a probability measure v on the interval [0, a],

a— \\A II, such that A = Mr on L2([0, a], v). Define an operator Fon L2(v) by

(3.3) Vf(x)=f     f(r)dv(r)
J[x,a]

for each / in L2(v). It is easy to see that F is a bounded operator, and ||F|| < 1

(because v is a probability measure). In fact, this is a consequence of Lemma 3.4

below, which shows much more.

Remember that ker^" = {0}, so A" has dense range and A~" is a densely defined

linear transformation.
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3.4. Lemma. If A = Mr on L2([0, a], v) and V is defined as in (3.3), then the densely

defined transformation A"VA~" extends to a bounded operator on L2(v) with

\\A"VA-"\\ < 1.

Proof. If <$> = {/ G L2(v): f(t) = 0 for 0 < t < b, where 0 < b « a), the ^ is a

dense linear manifold in L2(v), since v({0}) = 0. If/ G <$, r~"f E L2(v), so AnVA~"f

is well defined. Moreover, since (r/t) < 1 for t in [r, a],

J{0,a[

A"VA-"f\\2=[      rn(     rnf(t)dv(t)
Jttx „\      hr ,,x[r,a]

dv(r)

'{0,a
j       /     f(t)dv(t)

'{r,a\

dv(r)

/     [j\f(t)\2dv(t)\(v[r,a])dv(r)^\\f\

Because fy is dense, A"VA~" extends to a contraction.    D

The fact that the sequence {A"VA'"} is uniformly bounded can be obtained by

applying Corollary 2 of [17]. This weakened form of Lemma 3.4 will suffice for the

application in the next lemma.

3.5. Lemma. If D E {T}", then there are constants ß0, /?,,..., such that, relative to

the decomposition L<00) = L0 © Lx ©...,/) has the representation

(3.6) D

A, o

/V       ßo 0

ß2A2    ßxA     ß0

Proof. By Lemma 3.2, D = [£),..] where D, = 0 forj > i and D, A—l+l,y+l   f°r

j » i. Put Dk = Dk0 = Dk+JJ forj >0andk>0.

By the spectral theorem, A = Ax® A2 on L = Mx® M2, where /I, is cyclic;

Ax = Mr on L2(v), where p is a scalar-valued spectral measure for /I [7]. By Lemma

3.4, there is an operator F such that if C„ = A"XVAX" © 0 on L = AÍ, © M2 for « » 0,

then ||C„ II < 1 for all «. By Lemma 3.1,

C

Cn

c,

0

c,

belongs to {T}'. Hence DC = CD. A straightforward matrix computation using this

last equation yields that DnCk = Cn+kDn for all «, k > 0. In particular, DnCQ — C„Dn

for all « 3= 0.
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Since Dn E {A}" by Lemma 3.2, there is a bounded Borel function <pn on [0, ||vi||]

such that Dn = <t>„(A). Thus the equation DnC0 = C„Dn becomes

<pn(Ax)V = A1VAx"<pn(Ax).

Assume that Ax = Mr on L2(v), a — \\A\\ = \\ Ax ||. If ¿D is defined as in the proof of

Lemma 3.4 and/ G fy, then the preceding equation becomes

</>„(*)(      /(#■) dv(r) = x"/      r-"<pn(r)f(r)dv(r)
J[x,a] J[x,a]

= (      {^Xt>„(r)f(r)dv(r),
J[x,a}X r '

for almost all x[v]. A manipulation of this equation yields that

(3.7) /     f(r)Un(x) - (-)"<Pn(r)
Ay   /,1 \   r  I[x, a

dv(r) =0

for almost all x[v\ If 9)0 is a countable dense subset of fy, then there is a Borel set A

such that f([0, a] \ A) = 0 and (3.7) holds for/in 9)0 and x in A. Hence, for x in A,

<pn(x)/x" — <pn(r)/rn for almost all r>x[v]. This implies that <¡>n(x)x~" is a con-

stant function in Lx(v); say 4>„(x)x~" = ßn. Hence Dn = $n(A) = ßnA".    D

No originality is claimed for the next lemma, though a reference does not seem to

be available.

3.8. Lemma. If a bounded operator D has the representation (3.6), then 2^=0A«Z" 's

the power series expansion of a bounded analytic function <p on the disk centered at

z = 0 having radius \\A\\ and \\(p\\x < \\D\\.

Proof. Using spectral theory, it is easy to see that it suffices to assume that

A — Mr on L2(v), where v is a probability measure on [0, a], a = \\A\\. If /G L2(v)

and (a0,a„...) El2, then/=a0/©a1/ffi •■■ G L2(v) © L2(v) ©• • •. Thus ||/)/||

< IIDH ll/ll = HZ)II ll/ll[2|a,|2]1/2. Since D has the form (3.6), a computation
shows that the « th coordinate of the vector Df is given by (Df)n = (2,k=0/J^On_kAk)f.

Hence

IIZ>||2||/||2i |ay|2>||/)/||2=   1  II(Z)/)JI2
y=0 «=0

i     l|2

=    2

OO

2/
n = 0

/
I

« = 0

2   ßkan-kA
k = 0

«

2 ßk<*n-kr'
k = 0

n

2    rV„_/fc#
A: = 0

fc-     1/1

|/(r)|2JKO

|/(0| rfKO-
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Now |/|2 is an arbitrary positive function in Lx(v). Hence the preceding inequality

implies that

|2

1
n = 0

G L*{v)2   ßkan-k(-)k

k = 0

and its »»-essential supremum is bounded by IIZ) 1122°°=0 | a, |2.

This can be interpreted in the following way. There is a countable dense subset M

of the Hardy space H2 and a Borel set A such that v([0, a] \ A) = 0 and if r E A and

a(z) = 2 anz" E M, then

oo    j    n \

2      2ßka„.krk)z"EH'
n=0\k=0 I„ = 0 \ k = 0

and the H2 norm of this analytic function is bounded by \\D\\ \\a\\. It is a classical

result that <pr(z) = 2 ß„r"zn belongs to Z/°°(D) for r in A and | <¡>r(z) |< \\D\\ for

| z |< 1. Since a = \\A\\ belongs to the support of v, it follows that </>(z) = 2f=0ß„z"

is bounded and analytic on (z: | z |< a}.    D

3.9. Lemma. If \\T\\ = a and Da = {z G C: | z |< a), then for every function <p in

H°°(Da), there is a well-defined operator <j>(T) such that \\<p(T)\\ < II <f» II „ and

(a) <p -» <t>(T) is an algebra homomorphism of H°°(Da) into &(T).

(b)z(T) = Tandl(T)= 1.

(c) // {<f>„} is a bounded sequence in Hx(Da) and <¡>„(z) -» <p(z) for all z in Da, then

UT) - <P(T) WOT.
(d) If {</>„} is as in part (c) and, in addition, <f>n(ae") -* <p(ae") a.e., then <pn(T) ->

<p(T) SOT.

The definition of this functional calculus is, when a — I, the functional calculus

developed by Sz.-Nagy and Foia§ [14, p. 114] for contractions; the changes for a ^ 1

are trivial. All the details can be found in [14].

It is worth pointing out here that ||<#>(7,)|| = Halloo» and this is shown in Theorem

3.10 below. Also &(T) = {<f>(T): <p E Hx(Da)}. This also is shown in Theorem 3.10.

Both of these facts can be found by using the results of [3].

Now for the principal result of this paper.

3.10. Theorem. // T is a pure quasinormal operator, then T is in (dc). Moreover, if

|| T || = a and Da = (z G C: | z |< a], the map <¡> -* <¡>(T) is an isometric isomorphism

of H°°(Da) onto &(T) = {T}".

Proof. For convenience, assume ||T|| = 1.

By Lemma 3.9, {<p(T): <¡> G Z/00} Ç â(T) and it is clear that &(T) E {T}".

Hence, to complete the proof of the theorem it suffices to show if D E {T}",

D = <p(T) for some </> in H™ and \\D\\> \\<P\\X- But Lemmas 3.5 and 3.8 imply that

if D E {T}", D has the form (3.6), where <p(z) = 1ßnz" E Z/00 and H^ll«, < \\D\V

So it remains to show that D — <p(T). This can be done by letting / =

/0 © /, © • • • ©/m © 0 © • • • and g = g0 © g, © ■ • • ®gm © 0 © • • • be elements of
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L(oo) = L0 © L, © • • • and showing that ([D - <p(T)]f, g) = 0. The details are left

to the reader.    D

The identification of &(T) and Z/°° is well known and no originality is claimed for

this. In fact, this identification could have been obtained by using the fact that

quasinormal operators are subnormal and appealing to [3].

Lambert [11] and Lambert and Turner [12] have studied &(T), {T}', {T}" and the

double commutant property when T is a weighted shift with invertible operator

weights. In the case when A is invertible, the proof that T = S <8> A is in (dc) could

have been accomplished by using the results of [12] and our Lemma 3.4, together

with some additional computations.

4. Necessary and sufficient conditions for an arbitrary quasinormal operator to be

in (dc). There are normal operators that do not belong to (dc) (viz., the nonreductive

ones), so it is not surprising that there are (impure) quasinormal operators that are

not in (dc). To give necessary and sufficient conditions for a quasinormal operator to

belong to (dc), it is first necessary to study the commutant of an arbitrary

quasinormal operator Q by writing Q = T © A, where T is pure and A is normal.

This leads to a consideration of intertwining operators. If Tx and T2 are operators on

Hx and H2, let §(TX, T2) be the set of all operators X: Hx -> Z/2 such that XTX = T2X.

The next result is the main tool for studying the double commutant property for

the direct sum of two operators. It is due to Turner [23].

4.1. Lemma. Let Tx and T2 be operators on Hx and H2, and assume that

(a) {Tx}" = &(TX).

(b) U {ran X: X E 5(T„ T2)} is dense in H2.

(c) If S E &(TX), there is a sequence of polynomials {p„} such that pn(Tx) -» S in the

strong operator topology and sup{II p„(T2)\\: n 5* 1} < oo.

Then [Tx © T2}" = &(TX © T2).

4.2. Theorem. IfT=S®Aisapure quasinormal operator with \\T\\ = 1 and M is

a cyclic operator on a Hilbert space K with \\M\\ < 1, then there is an operator

X: L<00) -> K such that XT = MX and ran X is dense in K.

Proof. We first prove the special case where A is invertible (or T*T is invertible)

and II M || < ll/T'll"1. Let ||M|| < r < IU_1II"'. For the proof of this case, we will

use the representation of T obtained in Theorem 2.8. So assume T = multiplication

by z on Z/2. By Lemma 2.7, if F(z) = 2 z"fn E Z/j, F is a vector-valued analytic

function on the disk Dr = {z G C: | z | < r). Fix g in L with || g || = 1. Then

00

Fg(z) = (F(z),g)=  2 </,,*>*"
n = 0

is a scalar-valued analytic function on Dr. Since || MII < r, 2"=0 (/„, g)M" = Fg(M)

is a well-defined bounded operator.
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Let e0 be a cyclic vector for M with  ||e0|| = 1, and define X: Z/2 -» K by

XF = F(M)e0. Putting p IMII, it follows that p < 1. Hence

\XF\\ = 2 (fn,8)M"e0
n = 0

2 (A%, A-g)M"e0

1
n = 0

¿"/„Up"«

= (i-p2)-|/2IIz

Therefore X is bounded. Moreover

XT(F) = X(zF)

2i
n = 0

¿7J
1/2

Sp2
n = 0

1/2

« = 0

«+1
in

=  2 (fn,g)M"+xe0 = MX(F).
«=o

So X E $(T, M). Also, by appropriately choosing F, Fg can be made to equal any

polynomial. Since e0 is a cyclic vector, ran X is dense. This completes the proof of

the first case.

For the general case, let  \\M\\ < r < I. Since  IMII = 1171 = 1, the spectral

theorem implies that A

a(A2) C[0, /•]. Thus T

Ax © A2 on L - A, © A2, such that a(Ax) C [r, 1] and

T2 on L<00) A,(oo) © A2(oo), where 2} = S ® ^, (7

1,2). By the first part of this proof, there is an operator Xx: A,(oo) -» Zi such that

A^T, = Mv, and ran X, is dense. If X — Xx © 0, it is easy to check that X has the

desired properties.    D

The preceding result is related to one obtained by Sz.-Nagy and Foias. [15]; they

prove a similar theorem for T = any unilateral shift, but they obtain an X with

ker X = {0} as well as dense range.

The next lemma is known to many, but cannot be classified as a standard result. It

is essentially a trick that has not been codified, though it is used repeatedly by

people who work in weak* approximation.

4.3. Lemma. If<pE Hx, then there is a sequence of polynomials {pn} such that

(a) IIP„II«,< II*II, for alln.
(b)p„(z) -» <p(z) as « -> 00 for \z\< 1.

(c)p„(e") -» <p(e") a.e. as « -> 00.

Proof. Let qn be the average of the first « partial sums of the Taylor expansion of

(p. Then \\q„\\x < II*IL and qn -> <> weak* in L°° [10, p. 19]. Considering qn and <p

as belonging to Z72, it follows that qn -» * weakly in Z/2. Thus there is a sequence

{pn} such thatp„ is a convex combination of {qx,.. .,qn) and p„ -» * in the H2(L2)

norm. Becausep„ is a convex combination of {<?,,.. .,qn), llp„IL ^ H*IL- Passing

to a subsequence, if necessary, we obtain that pn(e") -» </>(e") a.e. as « -» 00. By

integrating pn opposite the Poisson kernel, it follows that p„(z) -» *(z) as « -^ 00

when |z|< 1.    D
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4.4. Theorem. If T is a pure quasinormal operator with \\T\\ = 1 and M is a

completely nonunitary normal contraction on K, then

{T © M}" = &(T© M) = {<p(T)®<p(M):<pEH°°}.

Moreover, the map <p -> <p(T) © *(AZ) is an isometric isomorphism of Z/00  onto

â(T®M).

Proof. Put Q = T© M. If * G Z/00, then Theorem 3.10 implies that IK>(T)|| =

II * IL- Also, II *( Af )|| < II * IL since M is a normal contraction. Thus,

ll*IL = ll*(r)|| <max{||*(7')||,||<.(Af)||} = ll*(ß)ll < 11*11«,.

Hence <f> -> *(g) = *(T) © *( Af) is an isometry.

It will now be shown that the hypothesis of Lemma 4.1 is satisfied if Tx = T and

T2 = M.IîD E &(T), then D = <#>(/•) for some <i> in H°°. Let {p„} be a sequence of

polynomials such that || p„ IL * II * IL f°r au w' /'«i2) ~* *(z) as « -> oo for | z | < 1,

and p„(e") -> *(e") a.e. as « ^ oo (Lemma 4.3). By Lemma 3.9, p„(T) -» 4>(T) = /)

(SOT). Since Af is a normal contraction, llp„(Af)|| < ll*IL f°r a" "• So condition

(c) of Lemma 4.1 is satisfied. Since (a) is satisfied by Theorem 3.10, it remains to

verify condition (b).

Decompose AZ as a direct sum of cyclic normal operators, Af = Mx © A/2 © • • ■,

where Mn E %(Kn). Let Af„ = /zdEn(z) be the spectral decomposition. If 0 < r < 1,

let Knr = E„({z: \z\< r})Kn and put Mn>, = M„ \ Knr = M \ Knr. So Mnr is a cyclic

normal operator with || Mn>r|| ^ r < 1. By Theorem 4.2, there is an operator

X„y. L<00) -h. Kn_r such that XnrT = Mn rX„ r and ran ^„ r is dense in Knr. If

Y„'y L<00) -^ Zi = Kx © ZC2 © • • •' is defined by

Yn,r = XXtr(B---®X„,r®0 &■■-,

then Ynr E S(T, M). (Here X„r is also used to denote the map of L(0O> into Kn.)

Because M is completely nonunitary, U {ran Yny. «>1, 0</-<l}is dense in K.

Thus, (b) is satisfied.

According to Lemma 4.1, Q = T© Af G (dc). It remains to show that &(Q) E

{4>(Q): 4> E Hx}. If C © D E &(T ® M), then C G &(T). Hence, there is a <p in

Z/00 such that C = *(T). Since <i>(ß) = <p(T) © <p(Af) = C © *(Af ) G &(Q), 0 ©

[D - *(AZ)] G f2(ß). So it must be shown that if 0 © D E &(Q), D = 0.

If 0 © D E &(Q), then there is a net of polynomials {/>,} such that p,(ö) = p/T)

© pj(M) -* 0 © £> (SOT). If X G 3(T, Af), then Ap/T) = Pj(M)X for ally. Taking

limits it follows that 0 = DX. Since the ranges of the operators in %T, M) have a

dense linear span in K, D = 0.    D

Let AÍ be any normal operator on a Hilbert space K and let Af = /zdE(z) be its

spectral representation. Then Af can be decomposed as a direct sum

(4.5) M = M0® Ma® Ms® Mx

on K = Zi0 © Ka © Ks © Ä",, where Af0 = Af | E(D)K, Mx= M\E(C\D~)K, Ma ©

Ms = M | Zs(9D)Zi, AZa has a spectral measure absolutely continuous with respect to

Lebesgue measure on 3D, and Ms has a spectral measure that is singular to Lebesgue

measure on 3 D. Of course, some of these summands may not appear.
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4.6. Lemma. Let M be a normal contraction and let M — M0® Ma® Ms be as in

(4.5). // T is a pure quasinormal operator with || TII = 1, then

&(T®M) = &(T®M0®Ma)®â(Ms)

= (*(T© M0 ® Ma): 4>EH°"}® {xp(Ms): xp E L°°(/0}>

where fis is a scalar-valued spectral measure for Ms.

Proof. If <¡> E H°° and i// G Lx(ns), then Lemma 4.3 of [20] implies there is a

sequence of polynomials {p„} such that |p„(z) |< ll*IL f°r l2^^ \Pn(e'6)\

< II*IL a.e. [pj, pn(z) -» <p(z) for z in D, and pn -» xp weak* in L'x(ßs). It follows

that

p„(T © M) = pn(T® M0 © Ma)®pn(Ms) - <p(T® M0 © Ma) © *(Mj (WOT),

so this latter operator belongs to &(T ® Af). Clearly, by Theorem 4.4, every operator

in &(T®M) has this form.    D

Before stating the principal results, a few examples will serve to focus the reader's

attention on the salient features of the theorems. It will help to keep these examples

in mind when reading the results.

4.7. Example. Let S be the unilateral shift of multiplicity one, let B be the

bilateral shift of multiplicity one, and let Af be multiplication by t on L2(2,3). If

Q = S ® B © Af, then the fact that the polynomially convex hulls of a(S © B) and

ct(Af) are disjoint implies that &(Q) = &(S ® B) ® &(M) [4]. Hence

&(Q) = {<p(S®B):<pEH°°} © {*(Jl/): * G L°°(2,3)}.

Also, it follows from Rosenblum's Theorem [18] that {£)}' = (5 © B}' © {Af}';

thus {Q}" = {S © B}" © {Af}" = {S © B}" ® W*(M). Therefore Q can be shown

to be in (dc) if S ® B can be shown to belong to (dc).

Now X E {S © B}' iff X is a 2 X 2 matrix [X^] such that AT,, G {S}' = &(S),

X22 E {B}' = W*(B), Xx2 E %B, S), and X2X E %S, B). Because XX2B = SXX2,

B*"X*2 = X*2S*n for all n>\.  Hence, for / in H2,   \\X*2f\\ \B*nX*2f\

\xx*2s*n71 Xx*2 || || S*"f ||. But S*" -* 0 (SOT); so XX2 = 0. It can be shown that

{S®B}'
*(5)     0

Af,        xp(B)
:<pEH°°,xpand6 E L°

where Me: H2 -> L2 is defined by Mgf = 6f. For the present it suffices to know that

[,£] belongs to {S © B}'.

If A" G {5 © B}", then, because 1 © 0 and 0 © 1 G {S ® B}', X = *(S) © *(/?),

where <p E H°° and * G L00. But

0 =

0

*(S)        0

0        ^(5)

0 0
1 0

0 0
1 0

*(S)        0

0        xp(B)

0 0
i»^-M#    0

Hence * = * and {S © B}" = {<p(S) © *(Zi): * G Z/00} = ffi(5 © 5).

It follows that Q E (dc).
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4.8. Example. Let A = multiplication by t on L2(0,1), T = S ® A, B- the

bilateral shift of multiplicity one, and Af = multiplication by t on L2(2,3). If

Q=T® B® M, then, by Theorem 2.1 of [4],

&(Q) = &(T © B) ® &(M)

= {<p(T®B): <p E Z/00} © {xP(M): * G L°°(2,3)}.

If XE%B,T), then XB" = T"X. Hence, X*T*n = B*"X*. So \\X*f\\

= || X*T*"f ||. But T*" - 0 (SOT) by Corollary 2.6, so X = 0. If Y E %T, B), then

YT" = B"Y. But ker(l - T*T) = {0}, so T" -> 0 (SOT) by Corollary 2.5. Hence

7=0. Therefore {T © B}' = {T}' © {B}' and {T © Zi}" = {T}" © {ZJ}". Hence

{Q}" = {T}" ® {B}"® {M}"

= {<p(T): <p E Z/00} © {xP(B): xp E L°°) ® [0(M): 6 E L°°(2,3)}.

Therefore ß G (dc).

Examples 4.7 and 4.8 show that if Q = T ® M, where T is a pure quasinormal

operator with ||T|| = 1, and Af is a normal operator with the decomposition (4.5),

and if Ma ¥= 0, the answer to whether Q E (dc) will depend on the answer to

whether ker(l - T*T) ^ {0}. See Theorem 4.10 below.

4.9. Example. If T = the unilateral shift, A = {z G C: | z - 1 |< 1, |z|> 1},

p = arc length measure on3An{z:|z— 1|=1}, and Af = multiplication by z on

L2(p), put ß = T © Af. If G = int(D" U A"), then it is not difficult to see [3] that

&(Q)= {<p(T)®<p(M):<pEH°°(G)}.

If e > 0, let A£ = {z G A: | z |> 1 + e}. By Rosenblum's Theorem [17],

i(T, M | L2(ií | 3Ae)) = {0} = <h(M | L2(n \ 3AJ, T). Since e was arbitrary and

p(3D) = 0, HT, M) = í(Af, T) = {0}. Hence {T© M}' = {T}' © {M}', so

{Q}" = {T}" © {M}" = {0(T): 4> G Z/-} © {*(A/): * G L°°(p)}.

Therefore ß G (de).

Note that in Example 4.9 T and Af both belong to (dc), though ß = T® M does

not. The difficulty here is that &(Q) ¥= &(T) © &(M).

4.10. Theorem. Let T be a pure quasinormal operator with \\T\\ — 1 and let M be a

normal operator with M= M0® My® M2® Mx as in (4.5). Put Q = T ® M.

(a) Z/ker(l - T*T) = {0}, Q E (dc) iff:
(a,)Afa = 0.

(a2) &(Q) = &(T ®M0® A/A © â(Mx).

(a3)M, E(dc).

In this case,

&(Q) = {<b(T®M0): <p E //»} © {^(AfJ: * G L»(p,)}

©{^AfJloGL-íp,)},

where ¡xs and p, are scalar-valued spectral measures for Ms and Mx.

(b) //ker(l - T*T) * {0}, Q E (dc) iff:

(b,) 6?(ß) = &(T ® M0®Ma® A/s) © (2(M,).
(b2)Af, G(rfc).
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In this case,

&(Q) = {<>(T®MQ ®Ma):<pE //»} © {xp(Ms): xp E L»(pJ}

®{6(Mx):0EL°°(nx)},

where ps and p, are scalar-valued spectral measures for Ms and Mx.

Before proving this theorem, some observations about the conditions are ap-

propriate. If B is the bilateral shift of multiphcity one, then N — B ® A is the

minimal normal extension of T = S ® A. By Theorem 2.1 of [3], conditions (a2) and

(b,) are equivalent to

(a'2) &(N ®M) = &(N © A/0 © Ms) ® â(Mx),

(b'x) &(N ®M) = &(N ®M0®Ma® Ms) © &(MX).

In [2], necessary and sufficient conditions are given for (a2) and (b',) in terms of the

scalar-valued spectral measures.

Proof of Theorem 4.10. Let R = T ® M0 © AZa © Afs and let Af, = fzdEx(z). If

e > 0, let Ae = {z: | z \> 1 + e}, KE = Ex(Ae)Kx, and AfE = Af, | Ke. Since a(Mc) n

D = □, 3(/t, Me) = i(M„, R) = {0}. If A- G §(R, Af,), let Xt = Ex(Ae)X; so Xe E

<S(R, Me); hence Xe = 0. Since e was arbitrary, X= 0. Similarly, i(A/„ Z?) = {0}.

Hence, {R © Af,}' = {R}' © {A/,}'. Using Lemma 4.6, it follows that

{6}" = {T®M0® Ma}" ® {Ms}" © {A/,}"

= {T© A/0 © Afa}" © W*(MS) © IF*(A/,).

(a) Assume ker(l - T*T) = {0}.

Suppose (a,), (a2), and (a3) hold. By (a2) and Lemma 4.6, &(Q) = &(T © Af0) ©

W*(Ms)®&(Mx).By(a3),

&(Q) =&(T®M0)® W*(MS)® W*(MX).

Since T© Af0 G (dc) by Theorem 4.4, this last equation and (4.11) with Afa = 0

imply &(Q) = {Q}".
Now suppose ß G (dc). From (4.11) and Lemma 4.6 it follows that

{T® M0® My}" ® W*(MS)® {Af,}"

= &(Q) E&(T®M0®Ma)®W*(Ms)®&(Mx).

It is immediate that (a3) holds and

(4.12) &(Q) =&(T®M0®Ma)® W*(MS)®&(MX).

Moreover, T®M0®MaE (dc). But if X E i(T © Af0, Ma), then X(T®M0)" =

M£X. But T" © M0" ̂  0 (SOT) by Corollary 2.5 and the fact that M0 is a completely

nonunitary, normal contraction. So

||A-/|| = ||3f;Ay|| = ||A-(rn©Afr;)/|| ^0   as«-oo.

Thus X = 0. Similarly, i(A/a, T ® M0) = {0}. Hence {T®M0® Ma}' = {T ® MQ}'

® {May and {T © M0 © Afa}" = {T ® M0}" ® {Ma}". Since T © M0 © Ma E (dc),

it must be that &(T ®M0® Ma) = &(T © A/0) © &(Ma). But Lemma 4.6 implies

that &(T © Af0 © Afa) is isomorphic to Z/00, and, hence, cannot split. It must be that

Ma = 0. Since (a,) holds, it is immediate from (4.12) that (a2) is satisfied.
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(b) Assume that ker(l - T*T) ¥= {0}.

Suppose that (b,) and (b2) are satisfied. Hence, combining Lemma 4.6 with these

conditions, it follows that &(Q) = &(T ® M0 © Ma) ® W*(MS) © W*(MX). Be-

cause of (4.11), it suffices to show that T © Af0 © Ma E (dc). This will be done by

applying Lemma 4.1 with Tx = T ® M0 and T2 — Ma. Clearly condition (a) of 4.1 is

satisfied; part (c) holds by using Lemma 4.6.

If/G ker(l - T*T), then, since T(T*T) = (T*T)T, T*T(Tf) = T(T*T)f = Tf.
So ker(l — T*T) is invariant for T. It is easy to see that the restriction of T to this

subspace must be an isometry. Since (T*T)T* = T*(T*T), it follows that

ker(l — T*T) reduces T. Hence the restriction of T to ker(l — T*T) is a pure

isometry. Therefore, T=.S©ZionS©9l, where S is a shift of multiplicity one. (91

contains part of ker( 1 — T*T).)

Fix e ¥= 0 in Ka and put A = the closed linear span of {MkM*je: k, j s* 0}. Thus,

Ma | A is unitarily equivalent to the operator U, multiplication by z on L2(t]), where

tj(-) = (Ea(-)e, e) and the unitary from A onto L2(t\) takes e to 1. Assume

A = L2(r¡) and Ma\N — U. Assume S = H2 and S is multiplication by z on Z/2.

Define X: H2 © 91 -> L2(r\) ® Nx = Ka by X( f © g) = uvf © 0, where

(i) u = (du/di])x/2, co = Lebesgue measure on 3D;

(ii) v E L°°(u), v > 0 on 3D, and /log v du = -oo.

Thus,   f\uvf\2dr\ = j\v\2\f\2du*z \\v\\2J\f\\22.   So   X  is   bounded.   Also,

A'(T © Af0) = MaX. Finally, because / log v du = -oo, Szegö's Theorem [10] implies

that (ranX)~— L2(j\) ® {0}. So condition (b) of Lemma 4.1 is satisfied. By that

lemma, T © M0 © Ma E (dc).

Now suppose that ß G (dc). Thus, by (4.11),

{T®M0®Ma}"® W*(MS)® W*(MX) = {ß}" = ffi(ß)

Eâ(T® M0® Ma) ®&(MS) ®&(MX)

C {T®M0®Ma}"® W*(MS)® W*(MX).

Therefore, equality must hold in all these relations. Conditions (b,) and (b2) are now

immediate.    D

4.13. Corollary [23]. Every nonunitary isometry is in (dc).
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